UNITED STATES DEPART1IENT OF JUSTICE
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
WABRISCiON 25, D. C

In RyMy, Plec,e f4Jor m
FJ+ .Va

clay 11, 1964

LEE HARVEY OSWALD
BASIS FOR INQUIRY
The following information was made available by a
confidential source abroad :
The records of the Ch1huahuense Travel Agency and
the Transportes del Norte bus line terminal at Mexico, D. F.
("D . F ." refers to the Federal District of Mexico or the
Federal Capital, also known as Mexico City), reflect that one
3, 0 . LEE occupied seat No . 12 on the Transportes del Norte
bus No . 332 which departed from Mexico City on October 2, 1963,
with Monterrey and Nuevo Laredo, Mexico, as its destination .
According to the source, ANASTASIO RUIZ MEZA, a resident of
Mexico City, advised that he was a passenger on the abovementioned bus and identified photographs of LEE HARVEY OSWALD
as having been a passenger thereon .
It also had been ascertained that OSWALD traveled
from Nuevo Laredo, Tamaulipas, to Mexico City on a bus of the
Flecha Roja bus line on September 26-27, 1963, and during the
trip had recommended to passengers on that bus that they seek
hotel accommodations at the Hotel Cuba in Mexico City .
Dlith respect to OS''dALD's luggage, color photographs
had been provided of an olive-colored Bee-4" bag and a blue,
canvas, zippered handbag which had been identified as the
property of OSWALD.
TRANSPORTES DEL NORTE PASSENGERS
ORIGINATING IN GUADALAJARA
on April 3, 1964, a second confidential source abroad
advised that the Linea Azul" (Blue Line) bus company affords

service from Guadalajara, ,;__Jisco, 'iexico, to San Luis Potosi,
State of San Luis _otosi, to ma ::a cornections with Transportes
del Norte for possible fu_ . :er travel to 140 .:terrey
and Nuevo
Laredo, Mexico . Accordin- to t
source,
1" st
for the October 2, 1963, b :00 A:11Ldeparture aof reservations
the Blue Line
bus from Guadalajara with San Luis Potosi as its destination
reflects the following information as best the names and other
data thereon could be deciphered :
Name of Passenger
HILDA QUEZADA
------------(Lines indicate a second
passenger or seat reserved
in that name,)
JOSE CRUZ
HILDA QUEZADA
(It was explained the "1/2"
Indicates half fare paid .)
CECIL'0 CARDENAZ
JOSE 14AZO
VICTORIA M.4GALLANES
MAXIMINO ESQUIVEL
PEDRO GLEZ . (GONZALEZ)
AURELIO HDEZ, (HERNANDEZ)

Destination

Ticket No .

N . Laredo

77898
99

',:onterrey
14. Laredo

00751
77900 1/2

5:cnterrey
0074g
San Luis
14128
(Apparently did not travel.)
:!onterrey
00752
Monterrey
00753
San Luis
1362

Source advised that conprehensiva investigation,
including a check of the files of the United States Consulate
records, checks of tal.:phora directories, and n=erous
interviews of persons listed in the telephone directory with
similar names, had been corducted at Guadalajara for the above
names of persons traveling beyond San Luis Potosi without
identifying anyone who had been a passenger of Transportes del
Norte on October 2, 1963 .
TRANSPORTES DEL NORTE BUS
LINE OPERATIONS, MONTERR Y
The following information was furnished by a third
confidential source abroad :
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On April 19, 1964, RAMON TREVINO QUEZADA, vice
president and manager of the Monte-tay, Nuevo Leon, Mexico,
terminal of the bus line, Transportes ce1 Norte, advised that
tickets are taken up by the criv-- from passengers at the time
they toard the bus, an& he capos_ts them in a manila envelope,
which is provided for teat ;nrposa in connection with each trip .
He stated the driver makes a no--on on the outside of the
envelope as to the number of passengers traveling over a determined
section of the route, and the tickets inside the envelope should
coincide or balance with the notation by the driver on the envelope .
With respect to the records of the company for the
trip of its bus No 373 on October 2, 1963, from Monterrey to
Nuevo Laredo, Tamaulipas, and La-=ado, Texas, TREVINO advised
that he was unable to c>:aI-in t:.a -act that the envelope
carries the figure of "12" ~assc-Zcrs from Monterrey to Nuevo Laredo
and Laredo and "1" oassen.Ser from Nuevo Laredo to Laredo, although
in the envelope for that
a total of "20" ticket sections
particular trip .
He stated, ho-ver, that the notation by the
driver is a clerical function o."'.%'ch he handles during the trip,
often at night and under considerable stress and pressure, and
he can only conclude that the driver made an error in writing
"12" rather than "19" upon completing his collection of tickets
and delivering the envelope at the conclusion of his run.
It was mentioned to Mr . TREVINO that the baggage
. .nanifest for the bas which arrived at Nuevo Laredo in the
early morning of October 3, 1963, had listed the number of that
bus as No . 396, and he advised that this notation could only be
He displayed a copy
a clerical error by the baggage handler .
of a document referred to as a "Traffic Report" for Transportes
for
October 3, 1963,
del Norte at its Nuevo Laredo terminal
which recorded that bus No 373.ad arrived at that terminal
The "Traffic
Report"
at 1:35 AM with A. IBARRA as the driver .
for October 2, 1963, registered the arrival of bus No 396 at
Nuevo Laredo as having taken place at 1530 (3 :30 PM) on that
date, and its departure from Nuevo Laredo for Monterrey was
recorded on tea report for the following day as having occurred
at 2 :30 AY. .
He pointed out that, on the basis of the foregoing
records, bus No . 396 would still have been at the Nuevo Laredo

terminal at the time o£ arrival on October 3, -963, of bus No.
373, and he assumed that the baggage handler had become confused
between them when he made the erroneous notation on the baggage
manifest .
EFFORTS TO IDENTI Z BUS
PASSENGER HILDA QUEZADA
It was pointed out to Mr . TREVINO that a HILDA QUEZADA
and two accompanying persons, an adult and a child, were
recorded as having traveled from Guadalajara, Jalisco, to San
Luis Potosi, State of San Luis Potosi, in order to continue
their travel on the October 2, 1963, Transportes del Norte bus
to Nuevo Laredo .
He stated that the name of HILDA QUEZADA is
totally unknocm to him.
It leas determined on A--11 15, 1964, through a check
at the Central office, Irvtigration -- d \at,:_aliZation Service
(INS), Washington, D. C., that t'.^-a raster index contained a
reference to one HILDA Qt-ZADA QU=?OZ .
Those records disclosed
that HILDA QUEZADA QU=hOZ was born September 4, 1944, at Mexico,
.
to the United States
D. F., Mexico, and that s - .,as c .Iuzed
at Laredo on May 24, 1963, on a Class :r2 visa valid to June
She
was
the
bearer
of
Mexican
passport No . 31067,
15, 1963 .
Her
and the visa was issued at ;:axico City on May 15, 1963 .
permanent address was given as J. b . CDrraa No . 196, Mexico,
D. F., Mexico, and her address s.n the United States was recorded
as "San Anta_::o and Houston, Texas ."
The departure record
reflects she departed from the United States at Laredo on May

30, 1963 .

A confidential source who has furnished reliable
information in the past advised on April 30, 1964, that he had
located HILDA QLEZADA QUIRGZ at Calle Jose Maria Correa No . 19'0,
Colonia Vista Alegre, Mexico, D. F., and QUEZADA advised that
she did travel on a Transportes del Norte bus from San Luis
Potosi, State of San Luis Potosi, Mexico, to Nuevo Laredo but
in bray, 1963 .
QUEZADA advised that she did not travel in
October, 1963 .
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TICKETING PROCEDURES BY
TRANSPORTES DEL NORTE BUS LINE
The followinr^ =reformation was furnished by a fourth
,
confidential soi_^ :oad :
On April 20, 1964, RA-2= MEDINA BELTRAN, manager of
,.ie Mexico City terminal of the Transportes del Norte bus line,
advised that this company is affiliated with the Greyhound
Lines in the United States and is authorized and is in a
position to sell transportation to any point in the United
States . He stated that until approximately one year ago the
sale of bus transportation -'n the United States in behalf of
Greyhound Lines had been e -Iected through a system of exchange
or purchase orders ; however, in the interests of simplifying
the sales and accounting procedures, Transportes del forte ticket
counters are now stocked with Greyhound Lines tickets and make
direct sales in behalf of Greyhound, as well as its own
facilities . He stated very definitely that the only record
as to the identity o£ any person purchasing Greyhound transportation through a Transportes del Norte ticket counter would be
the recording of the seat reservation on a passenger list at
the point of origin or purchase of the ticket .
TRANSPORTES DEL NORTE PREPARES NO PASSENGER
LISTS AT SAN LUIS POTOSI AND MONTERREY
On April 9, 1964, RAMON MEDINA BEL^FAN, manager of
the Mexico City terminal of the Transportes del Norte bus
line, advised that he had contacted the San Luis Potosi, State
of San Luis Potosi, terminal of that company in an effort to
obtain a list of passengers who had embarked on bus No . 332 of
that company or. the morning of October 2, 1963, with Monterrey
and Nuevo Laredo as their destinations . He stated that he had
been advised chat no passenger reservations lists or manifests
are prepared at that terminal because of the small number of
persons who embkrk at that point,
On April 3, 1964, RAMON TREVINO QUEZADA, vice
president of Transportes del Norte, Monterrey, advised the
third source abroad that because of the fact that the company
operates numerous schedules daily between Monterrey and Laredo,
-5-
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Texas, no effort is nade to nrepare reservations or passenger
lists 1n connection therewith .
I1viERVSai"i OF AUGUSTO AGUILAR,
PASSENGER ON TRANSPORTES DEL
NORTE BUS NO . 332, O CPOB"i 2,, 1953
According to the first confidential source abroad,
the passenger and reservations list for the Transportes del
Norte bus No . 332, which departed from Mexico City for Nuevo
Iaredo on October 2, 1963, recorded that seat No . 11 had been
utilized by AUGUSTO AGUILAR, whose final destination was listed
as Houston (Texas) .
In this connection, passenger ANASTASIO
RUIZ MtZA had recalled that seated in front of him on the bus
was a person whom he believed to be Mexican and either a
missionary or minister, as he was reading a Bible during parts
of the trip .
RUIZ MEZA believed that the destination of the
above-described person was Houston, Texas,
The following information was provided by a fifth
confidential source abroad :
Inquiry among various Protestant missionary and
religious organizations at Mexico City developed data that the
Bible . Society of Mexico might have records relating to many of
tht Protestant missionaries and rainisters in Mexico,
On April 29, 1964, JOSE HERNANDEZ J ., an officer in
the Methodist Church and affiliated with the Bible Society of
Mexico, 1"lexico, D. : ., reported that the records of that
Society include the name of one AUGUSTO AGUILAR, Calls Juan
Alvarez No . 44, Villahermosa, Tabasco . Through the cooperation
of ":e Office of the Military Attache, United States Embassy,
Max-co, D. F ., which was in cpr."r.,r:.ication with members of its
staff who were traveling in Villahermosa, it was ascertained
on may 4, 1964, that AUGUSTO AGUILAR of Villahermosa had
traveled to the United States by bus in early October, 1963 .
The information recorded hereinunder was provided by
a sixth confidential source abroad :
On May 6, 1964, Mrs . AUGUSTO AGUILAR, Calls 2 de
-6-
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Abril No . 37 (April 2 Sur~at No . 37), Villa::ermosa, State of
Tabasco, Mexico, advised that
husband, AUGUSTO AGUI.TAR,
who is an Evangelical minister,~madc a bus trip from Mexico
City to the United States the latter part o£ 1963 .
She stated
her husband was out of the city visiting his sister, Mrs .
RITA MARIA AGUILAR DE FCNZ, who lives a'c Calle 35 No . 76 (35th
Street No . 76) Ciudad del Car;,.en, State of Campeche, Mexico,
telephone No . 4-37 .
She related that her .usband is the minister of a
church known as the "Templo Ba - :al, Iglesia Cristiana de las
Asambleas de Dios" (Beth-e -- -am-, Christian Church of the
Assemblies of rd) which is IOCZ ;ad at Juan Alvarez Street No .
44, in Villahermosa .
Mrs . AGUILAR made ova-_able her husband's Mexican
Passport No . 21630, issued Lo j:.53 AUGUSTO AGUILAR PINTO, and
recorded therein was a U_itad S' - ates nonimmigrant visa No .
115356, issued to AGUILA3. o:: October 1, 1963, at the United
States Embassy, Mexico, D . ? .
A stamped notatio.. of the United States Immigration
and Naturalization Service _n t -.-is passport indicates AGUILAj
was admitted to the United States at Laredo, Texas, on October
3, 1963 .
on May 6, 1964, ;oSE _:JGUSTO AGUILAR PINTO otas located
at the residence of his sister at Colic 35 No . 76, Ciadad dal
Can,-en, State of Campeche, _exico, and advisee that although
JON. AUGUSTO AGUILAR PINTO -s his complete name, he is more
commonly Iezown as AUGUSTO AGUILAR . He furnished the following
information :
He was a passener on a Transportes del Norte bus
which departed Mexico City at 8 :30 AM on October 2, 1963,
knowing the date to be October 2, 1963, inasmuch as his Mexican
passport contains a date stamp that he was admitted to the United
States at Laredo, Texas, o.-. Cetober 3, 1963, and he recalls
that he boarded the bus in Mexico City on the previous day .
He was not certain of his seat number on the bus but
occupied the seat which had been assigned to him .
He said his
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seat was a window seat located on the right side o_ the bus
and several rows from the front .
(The passenger manifest for
Transnortes del Norte bus No . 532, which departed Mexico City
at 8 :30 AM, October 2, 1963, c- ::closes space was assigned in
seat No . 11 for AUGUSTO AGUTLAF ".ihose final destination Is
listed as Houston .
Seat No . 11 is a window seat on the right
side of the bus opposite the driver's side and two rows from
the front .)
He believed there were perhaps ten or twelve other
passengers who boarded the bus at Mexico City ; however, he
cannot recall the identities of these fellow passengers or
any details which would aid in identifying them .
He did not
recall any Americans having boarded the bus .
He related that he had made a bus trip on a Transportes del Norte bus from Mexico City to Mazatlan, State of
Sinaloa, Mexico, to attend a religious conclave in Mazatlan,
short time prior to the trig of October 2, 1963, and it is
difficult for him to distinguls'.^^. clearly in his mind the trip
to Mazatlan from the trip of October 2, 1963 .
k:rnen he boarded the Transportes del Norte bus at
Mexico City on October 2 1963, his final destination was
Houston, Texas, and after arriving in Houston, he continued
to the home of Reverend 3_T,ry SANDERS of Humble, Texas, on
w.".-.ose invitation he had made t. .., rip, l :izile in the united
States, he delivered several ze rrncnc in the Humble, Texas,
area and at Houston and San Antonio, Texas . He was in the
United States until about November 20, 1963, at which time he
returned to Mexico . He was able to fix his departure from the
United States for return to Mexico as November 20, 1963, by
the fact that President KEN=Y had been assassinated on
November 22, 1963, and he was i n Veracruz, Mexico, when he
first learned of the assassination, having left the United
States about two days previously .
He does not recall exactly where the bus stopped
before reaching Monterrey, Nuevo Leon, Mexico, although he
assumed the bus stopped at San Luis Potosi as one of the
principal cities on the route .
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He was not certain. "::--- - r or not there was anyone
sea~ed by him on the bus -,,adue furnish specific informa
tion concernin,- the
: :o had been seated ir. his
^. .cd :ate vicinity . Hc J ss~ld -~
bas arrived in Monterrey
_round 11 :00 PM October 2,
but considered this was only
an estimate ca his part,
- ring it was late at night .
He
could not remember an..y dr;- ail~ V of a stop a Monterrey, changes
of bus units, or other data related to that phase of his travel .- remembered
at
- prio_^ to arrival at Nuevo
- redo, Yaraulipas,
Rico, -ahe J b :. . .topped and travel and
1den'oification docu-..ants
of the ,zosengers were inspected b y
officials
,exi0an y:_.afration
. ^_:: d interior lights of the
bus wrens turn ::d on "d one or -.; . :o : axican lmr.igration officials
boarded the b
t this stopnC :. ;; ?mint . It was his impression
that ore of the
official, was
-- _t individual, but he could
re .-....ember .-.o _,ti zhcc :
_
coneer :-1
. ng
.~, this person .
°- this
::c ._ point, an n--erican youth
left the bus with the
.ac
_
ion official or officials,
and he believed that so~.e ;
t-on~had arisen concerning the
youth's documents .
.. aic ~h. considered this person to be an
American from his general
He estimated that this
person was away from the - s -c_
bout ten minutes .
He did
not recall this person's
a^.y remarks after reboarding
the bus, or that other passengers lef'a the bus at this . point .
Upon v=fawinZ a chart of the seating arrangment of
the 2ransportes Cal -Norte bus
332, :rich departed Mexico
City on October 2, 1903, it was AGUIL:aT?'s opinion that the
American youth was seated in 'the-, seat No . 8 or 9 or seat
210 . 12 or 13 . AGUILAR stated he vaguely recalls this person
was seated to his left and slightly to his rear .
AGUILAR vaguely recalled that the American youth
_cboarded the bus at the IrmiZ-,azion check point and took a
sent in the area of the seats nur:bered 8, 9, 12 or 13 .
He
described this person, whose facial features he cannot clearly
remember, as follows :
Age :
Height :

Under 30 years
5' 7" to 5' 8"

121 to 132 pounds
Slender, thin
-_- broiua

_

_
"
-air
CO ::.p' CriOn:

~,



he e:=essed his general impression that the American
. ._s dressed nsa .l y in dark-eclor~d clothing and believed he was
v:earl^~
ark su'_t cod`
}:e did not recall further details
regarding the youth' . . clothing or his luggage .
AGUI-.P.R viewed several photographs of L.P. HARVEY
GS : .'."-LD a_-,d could not recognize the photographs as being
identical '.rith any o-' the passengers on the bus or the American
youth . He a ---reed that the American youth could be identical
with OSWALD, - aut
firmed that : . ., could not be certain .
AGUIL~'.R viewed the photo,;raph of JUAN 1"'UTEO DE CUBA
:- appears
on. : :cxica n Gover=era totmist fcro: F.'~,-5 No .
a
3625256, n d o_° -is wife, AD., ;?P.NCISCA BIS - 1P DE DE CUBA, as
'-t ap_;ears o b:exican Gove=.ant tour's'form _'.7,',1 - -5 No . 30252 95 "
3~
-= also wsho~.c~ a p:~Otc~raak: of :HILLIPE
PI^ER E . VAN TIER
VGRi4 as it~appaars on :: -dean Govern=.ent tocxist form F41-8
Plc . 024820 .
AGUIL .--R cc-is not recoTniza the photographs of
and
CUA and VAN =ER VORI: as being identical with
any of the upassengers on the bus .
He could not race''-1 whether the bus from Monterrey
to Laredo stopped in Pwavo Laredo but does rem rber arriving .
the offices of the ,Un+ted States Immigration and Naturalization Service and United States Customs near the International
Eridge In Laredo .
He recalled that use , arrivin; in Laredo, the
pa- - cngers disembarked, obtained their luggage, and walked up
a ::.p into a large office containing a large counter, where
the 1ugg :.~e of the passengers was then examined by United
States of~. :_cials whom he assumed to be United States Customs
agents . He recalled going into another large office where the
passengers' travel documents were checked by United States
authorities .
He does not recall details of contact between the
- 10 -
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various passengers and United States officials but believed
that the American youth who left the bus earlier during the
Mexican Immigration check had some discussion with a United
States Immigration official during the examination of travel
documents ; however, he could not furnish further details con
cerning the discussion .
AGUILAR advised he was not vaccinated upon arrival in
Laredo . He estimated that United States Immigration and Customs'
check lasted about forty minutes and taken it was completed, the
passengers again boarded the bus .
He could not remember whether he boarded another bus
at the bus terminal in Laredo or San Antonio, Texas . He
stated that either at Laredo or San Antonio he boarded an
A. rlcan" bus but could not recall the bus company or any
details regarding the number or other passengers on the bus .
From San Antonio, he continued his journey to Houston .
The following is a physical description of AGUILAR
as obtained from data appearing on his Mexican passport and
through observation :
Name :
Date of Birth :
Place of Births
Height :
Weight :
Build :
Hair :
Eyes :
Complexion :
Occupation :
Residence :
Marital Status :

JOSE AIIGUSTO AGUILAR PINTO,
also known as AUGUSTO AGUILAR .
June 17, 1922
Ciudad del Carmen,
State of Campeche, Mexico .
5' 8" to 5' 9"
Approximately 185 pounds .
Stocky
Black on the sides ;
ton portion of head
completely bald .
Brown
Medium
Evangelical minister
Calle 2 de Abril No . 37,
Villahermosa, State of
Tabasco, Mexico .
Married
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OSIJP.LD'S LUGGAGE
The following information was furnished by the fourth
source abroad :
on April 4, 1964, JUAN P :nEZ GONZALEZ advised that
he is the chief of the baggage denartment at the terminal of
the Flecha Ro,ja bus line, Calle Heroes Ferrocarriluros mo . 45,
Dtexlco, D . F . PEREZ viewed photographs of an olive-colored,
"B-4" bag with yellow chalk or crayon rankings on one side
which appeared to be "9/26" and pozslbly an Initial, of
fragments of stickers and tags thereon, and of a blue, zippered
handbag and affirmed that he has no recollection of those
pieces of luggage and did not recognize any of the markings,
stickers or tags as being in any way connected with the Flecha
Roja operations . He stated, hoc;ever, that he recently entered
Mexico at Nuevo Laredo with a small, zippered handbag o£ canvas
material ; and when he went through Mexican Customs, the
Inspector placed a green chalk or crayon marking on the bag to
indicate it had been inspected .
PEREZ displayed the various photographs to the
baggage handlers on duty at the terminal, and they stated
they were unable to recall the luggage in question or make
any explanation of the tags, stickers and inscriptions on them.
On May 8, 1964, the manager of the Mexico City terminal
o£ the Transportes del Norte bus line, Insur_-entes Sur No. 137,
viewed the photographs mentioned above and advised that he did
not have any recollection with respect to the two pieces of
luggage described above nor did he believe that any of the
fragments of stickers and tags thereon were connected in any
way with the Transportes del Norte baggage handling procedures .
He expressed the belief that the yellow chalk markings on the
olive-colored bag were typical of the method used by Mexican
Customs Inspectors at Nuevo Laredo to mark luggage upon
completing examination thereof in lieu of a sticker which
they sometimes use .
The manager, RICARDO =DINA BELTRAN, displayed the
photographs to the baggage handlers on duty and they affirmed
that they were unable to rece(;nize either piece of luggage In
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connection with any passen. er but stated unanimously that they
recognized the crayon or chalk markings on the olive bag as
typical of the inspection. procedure of Mexican Customs at
Nuevo Laredo . MEDINA also displayed the photographs to several
Transportes del Norte drivers, and they were of the opinion
that the yellow inscriptions on the olive bag had been placed
there by the Mexican Customs Inspector at Nuevo Laredo .

When RODRIGUEZ returned with t::a t =f, he carried the luggage
from the reception area to the taxicab, and still has the
strong impression that he had a 'oar in each,hand . .°.0DRIGUEZ
admitted that his recollection o. the type and color of the
luggage is very hazy, and .`.e does not wish to state definitely
that he recognizes the photograph Of either piece of luggage
in connection with OSWALD .

On may 4, 1964, SEBASTIAN PEREZ HERNANDEZ, assistant
desk clerk at the Hotel del Comercio, Calls Bernardino de
Sahagun No . 19, Mexico City, advised that he could not
recognize the photographs of either the olive or the bluecolored luggage as having been in the possession o£ a guest at
that hotel .

INQUIRIES AT HOTEL CUBA

On May 8, 1964, GUILLERMO GARCIA LUNA, owner of the
Hotel del Comercio, affirmed that he was unable to recognize
the photographs of the two bags as having any connection with
OSWALD or any other guest at the Hotel del Comercio .
MATILDE GARNICA, maid at the Hotel del Comercio,
who claimed to remember OSWALD as a guest at the hotel in
, oom No . 18, examined photographs of the luggage on May 8,
1964, and stated she recognized the small, blue, zippered
handbag as the luggage which OSWALD had in his room at the
hotel .
She pointed out that she had been impressed by the
fact that he had very few personal effects, had noticed he
did some laundry each day and left the wet articles hanging
in the bathroom, and she was quite certain she had not seen
the larger, olive-colored bag .
On May 9, 1964, PEDRO RODRIGUEZ LEDESMA, night watchman at the Hotel del Comercio, examined the photographs referred
to above and stated he was quite certain OSWALD had been
carrying the blue handbag on the morning of his departure from
the hotel . He . claimed to be unable to definitely affirm that
OSWALD had been carrying the olive bag, as he could not remember
several of its characteristics, but he expressed the firm
conviction that OSWALD had been carrying two pieces of luggage .
He related that on the morning of his departure OSWALD carried
his own luggage doun the two flights of stairs and waited in
the reception area while RODRIGUEZ went in search of a taxi .

PATRICIA WINSTON and PAr_iA Mli:1FORD, who were
passengers on the sane bus with OSWALD from Monterrey, Nuevo
Leon, Mexico, to Mexico, D. F ., September 26-27, 1963, when
interviewed December 17, 1963, related that during the bus
trip OSWALD recommended that they stay at the Hotel Cuba in
Mexico City . They related that OSIJALD claimed he had stayed
at that hotel several times be-ore and pointed out that the
hotel was inexpensive, mentioning, however, that lie was not
staying at the Hotel Cuba during his current trip .
Inquiry was conducted to establish whether 031,1ALD
had, 3n fact, stayed at the Hotel Cuba durinE a period following his return to the United States from Russia in June, 1962,
to November, 1963 .
On December 27, 1963, a second confidential source
who has furnished reliable information in the past advised
that an exhaustive search of the records of the Hotel Cuba
located at Calle Republics de Cuba No . 69, Mexico City, for
the period June, 1962, to October, 1963, failed to disclose
any registration for OSWALD under his name or 4:ncwn aliases .
follows-

A seventh confidential source abroad advised as

On March 11, 1964, ANGEL CELORIO, manager, Hotel
Cuba, made available records of the hotel, which were rechecked
for the period June 9, 1962, to November 22, 1963, and no
record could be located for the name of LEE HARVEY OSWALD or
his known aliases, 0 . H . LEE and ALEK JAGS HIDELL . The records
did contain a registration for one ROBERTO LEE, who registered
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